Curating student employees in academic libraries: Developing workforce skills for their future [Slides] by Bird, Nora J. et al.
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Projects that Matter
Faculty gains:
• Modification of 
curriculum
• Reconnection with 
practitioner functions
• Scholarships generated
• Adjunct expertise 
involved
Librarian Gains:
• Refresh skills
• Learn new technologies
• Collaborative partners
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professional view
Student Gains:
• Presentation/publishing 
opportunities
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• Professional exposure
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Communication Skills Working with  diverse
abilities
Problem solving skills Customer service skills Working with diverse
cultures
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The content of the workshop will be useful in my job at
the Libraries
The content of the  workshop will be useful in my future
career
More confident in my ability to communicate
successfully with Library customers
More confident in my ability to "use listening time"
when communicating with others
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